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It is shown that L (E,|i) is smooth if and only if E is smooth, P
From this result a Radon-Nikodym theorem for conjugates of smooth Banach spaces is established, and thus a general geometric condition on E sufficient to ensure that L (E,p<) = L (E , \±)
for all p, 1 < p < oo . Alternate proofs of certain known results concerning the duals of L (E,pi) spaces are provided.
After the manuscript was finalized, Diestel and Faires mailed a copy of their paper, "Vector Measures". Theorem 4.3 in their paper provides a sufficient condition in order that a conjugate Banach space may possess the R. N. property. However their theorem is a corollary of Theorem 4.2 presented in this paper. 1 . Introduction. for any arbitrary measure |i.
The result appears to be all the more interesting in that this sufficient condition can be described in terms of a purely geometric property of E. The theorems in [5] , [7] , [8] , [10] , [11] , and [14] , providing conditions under which the assertion (a) is true, can be deduced as corollaries of the representation theorem obtained here, as is shown in the last section of this note.
2.
Definitions and Notation.
In the following, E denotes a real Banach space and E the dual of E. The unit ball of E is U = {XGE| ||X|| £ 1}
and its boundary S = [XGE] ||X|| = 1} is the unit sphere of E. exists for all heE.
(ii) Smooth at xeE if and only if it is Gateaux differentiable at xeE.
(iiih Frechet differentiable if and only if it is of class C .
Statement (i) is Mazur*s theorem, and can be found in Mazur [13] , while (ii) and (iii) can be found in Day [6] .
If E is a smooth Banach space, then the mapping v : E -*-E , defined by Let E be a real Banach space and (T,2,|i) a measure space, that is, T is a non-empty set, 2 is a a-algebra of subsets of T, and ji : 2-»-JR is a countably additive measure.
(Here (j, is assumed to be non-trivial, that is, p, is not supported by finitely many atoms and the range of (j, contains L (E,M») = {f|f : T-* E is measurable, and J ||f (t) || P dp,(t) < CD } P T for 1 <£ p < oo , and L (E,|i) = {f|f : T-vE is measurable, and ess sup||f (t) || < ao ) 00 teT (as usual, identifying functions which agree p,-a.e.).
When T is the set of positive integers and |i is the counting measure, L (E,n.) is usually denoted by I (E) . 
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exists for all heL (E^M-). Therefore^ Mazur ! s theorem implies that L (Ej|i) is smooth at f.
Conversely, if L (E,[JL) is smooth, since E is isometrically
isomorphic to a closed subspace of L (E,\j>) , then E is smooth.
Q.E.D.
Representation Theorem.
Suppose that E is a smooth Banach space and 1 < p < GO .
Let f€L (E,n), with ||f|| = (J ||f (t) || 
= J ||f(t)|pdn(t) = J ||f(t)|pdn(t) = ||f|p < oo,
that is, PeL (E*,(j<). Therefore, for each feL (E,^i), ||f|| = 1, for all heL (E,n). Hence ||6 f || £ ||f|| P//q = Hfp" 1 = 1. Also, given by
G f (h) = J <j3(t),h(t)>dn(t)
T
